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Abstract
Closed loop output error identi cation algorithms and
recently developed algorithm for direct closed loop estimation of reduced order controllers [3, 5] despite their
diversity have in fact a unifying basic ground which
will be enhanced.
The paper also will explore the interaction between
closed loop plant model identi cation and direct estimation in closed loop of reduced order controllers.
The following problem will be addressed: what closed
loop plant model identi cation should be used when a
criterion for direct controller reduction is given?
Keywords: system identi cation, closed loop identication, controller reduction.

1 Introduction

Closed loop output error (CLOE) identi cation algorithms [4, 6] allow to identify an approximate design
model which features a high accuracy in the critical
regions for control design. E ectively the frequency
distribution of the asymptotic error (bias) between the
estimated and the true model is heavily weighted by
the magnitude of the sensitivity function of the true
system which explains why this desired property is obtained.
In fact the algorithms search for a plant model which
minimizes a 2-norm error between the true closed loop
transfer function and the simulated closed loop transfer function containing the nal estimated model.
Asymptotic frequency bias error distribution can be
obtained indicating clearly that the bias is small where
some sensitivity functions are high and in addition this
bias error is not a ected by the measurement noise
[4, 1].
Several con gurations for the closed loop output output error identi cation can be established. While the
parameter adaptation algorithms (PAA) is basically
the same, the identi cation criterion and the asymptotic properties of the estimated model will be di erent.

(2)

It has been shown in the papers [5, 3] that direct controller reduction can be performed by identi cation
in closed loop either using simulated data or real data
(which is a unique feature of this approach with respect
to other approaches to direct controller reduction). To
proceed one need to know the nominal controller and
to have an estimated plant model (either the model
used for design or a model identi ed on site in open
or closed loop). The algorithms developed for the estimation of reduced order controllers lead to reduced
order controllers which minimize a 2-norm of the di erence between the nominal sensitivity function and the
one obtained with the reduced order controller with
the property that the error between the reduced order
controller and the nominal controller is small at the
frequencies where some sensitivity functions are high.
Several con gurations can be considered each corresponding to speci c controller reduction criterion.
However the P.A.A. is in fact basically the same. In
addition, they are similar to those used for closed loop
plant model identi cation and they can be obtained
by a direct substitution i.e.:
estimated plant model ;! estimated controller;
nominal controller ;! plant model.
The only di erences will occur at the e ective implementation of the algorithms since the controller has a
direct transfer term while the plant model has at least
one step delay.
The rst objective of the paper is to survey the various
possible con guration for closed loop plant model identi cation and estimation of reduced order controllers
and to show what are the basic algorithms.
The second objective of the paper is to explore the
interaction between closed loop plant model identi cation and direct estimation in closed loop of reduced
order controllers. The following problem will be addressed: what closed loop plant model identi cation
should be used when a criterion for direct controller
reduction is given?
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will spec-
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Figure 1: The closed-loop system
ify the notations. Section 3 will survey the various
con gurations for closed loop plant model identi cation and their properties. Section 4 will explore the
various con gurations for direct estimation in closed
loop of reduced order controllers and their properties.
Section 5 will give the basic algorithms and will indicate how they have to be modi ed in order to cover
all the situations. Section 6 will discuss the interaction
between closed loop identi cation and direct controller
reduction.

2 Notations

Consider the system shown in Fig. 1 where the plant
model is given by:
;d ;1
G(z ;1 ) = z A(Bz(;z1 ) )
(1)
where:
A(z ;1 ) = 1 + a1z ;1 +    + anA z ;nA
= 1 + z ;1 A (z ;1 )
(2)
;
1
;
1
;
n
B
B (z ) = b1 z +    + bnB z
= z ;1 B  (z ;1 )
(3)
and the nominal controller by:
;1
K (z ;1 ) = RS ((zz;1 ))
(4)
One de nes the following sensitivity functions:
;1
;1
 Syp (z ;1) = 1 +1KG = A(zP (z)S;(1z) ) ;
;A(z ;1 )R(z ;1) ;
 Sup (z ;1 ) = 1 +;K
=
KG
P (z ;1)
;d ;1
;1
 Syv (z ;1 ) = 1 +GKG = z BP(z(z ;)1S)(z ) ;
z ;d B (z ;1 )R(z ;1) .
 Syr (z ;1 ) = 1 +KG
=
KG
P (z ;1 )
where
P (z ;1 ) = A(z ;1 )S (z ;1 ) + z ;d B (z ;1 )R(z ;1) (5)

\

 Sxy - Sensitivity function of the true closed loop
system (K , G).
 S^xy - Sensitivity function of the nominal simulated closed loop system (nominal controller K
+ estimated plant model G^ ).
 S^ xy - Sensitivity function of the simulated closed

loop system using a reduced order controller (reduced controller K^ + estimated plant model G^ ).
Similar notations are used for P (z ;1): P^ (z ;1 ) when
using K and G^ , P^ (z ;1) when using K^ and G^ .

3 Closed loop identi cation schemes

Figures 2a, 2b and 2c summarize the various con gurations belonging to the closed loop identi cation algorithms.
We will indicate next the properties of each con guration.
a) Closed loop output error with external excitation
added to the reference signal: The identi cation crite-

rion in this case is:
^ = arg min
Syr ; S^yr 2 = arg min
Syp ; S^yp



2

(6)
and the asymptotic frequency distribution of the bias
when the estimated plant model does not belong to
the model set is given by [3, 4]:


Z

h

^ = arg min
jS j2 jG ; G^ j2jS^up j2r (!)
 ; yp
+p (!) ] d!
Z  h
= arg min
jSyr ; S^yr j2r (!)

;



+jSyp j2p (!) d!

(7)

b) Closed loop output error with external excitation
added to the plant input: The identi cation criterion

in this case is:
^ = arg min
Syv ; S^yv


(8)

2

and the asymptotic distribution of the bias is given by:


Z

h

^ = arg min
jS j2 jG ; G^ j2jS^yp j2r (!)
 ; yp
+p (!) ] d!
Z  h
= arg min
jSyv ; S^yv j2r (!)

;



+jSyp j2p (!) d!

(9)
The system of Fig.1 will be denoted the \true closed
loop system". Throughout the paper we will consider c) Closed loop input error with external excitation
feedback systems which will use either an estimation added to the reference: The identi cation criterion in
of G (denoted G^ ) or a reduced order estimation of K this case is:
(denoted K^ ). The corresponding sensitivity functions
(10)
^ = arg min
Sup ; S^up 2
will be denoted as follows:


and the asymptotic distribution of the bias is given by:
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Fig. 2a Closed loop output error (CLOE) (external
excitation added to the reference signal)
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Fig. 2b Closed loop output error (CLOE) (external
excitation added to the plant input)
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Fig. 2c Closed loop input error (CLIE) (external excitation added to the reference)

(11)

Note that one can consider a fourth con guration corresponding to a closed loop input error with external
excitation added to the plant input. However this conguration corresponds to the one of Fig.2a where in
the upper part (the true system) the place of K and
G is reverted. This however will not change the identi cation criterion and will not a ect the asymptotic
frequency distribution of the bias.
In short for the con guration of Fig. 2a, 2b and 2c,
if r(t) is a discrete time white noise (for example a
PRBS which is a good approximation) the algorithm
will search for the best G^ which will minimize the 2norm between the various sensitivity functions. In addition the di erences between G^ and G will be minimized in the frequency regions where the sensitivity
functions have large values.
The practical consequence of these properties is that
the choice of one scheme or another is related to the
main performance objective of the controller design.
For tracking and output disturbance rejection it is
preferable to use the scheme of Fig. 2a. For minimization of the e ect of the output disturbance on the
controller input it is preferable to use the scheme of
Fig. 2c. For output rejection of a disturbance entered
at the input of the plant it is preferable to use the
scheme of Fig. 2b.

4 Direct estimation in closed loop of reduced
order controllers
We will consider that a model of the plant is available
(denoted by G^ ). This model can be the plant model
used for design or an identi ed model (in open loop or
in closed loop) which passed the validation tests.
We will assume of course that the nominal controller
of orders nR and nS is known (denoted by K ).
In fact in the context of this paper we will assume
that the model was identi ed in closed loop with the
nominal controller since almost always the closed loop
identi cation with the nominal controller will give a
model which will be better than the open loop identi ed in the sense of the identi cation criteria (6), (8)
and (10).
Figures 3a, 3b and 3c summarize the various con guration for direct estimation in closed loop of reduced
order controllers. We will indicate next the properties
of each con guration.
a) Closed loop input matching with external excitation
added to the plant input: The controller reduction cri-

nominal simulated closed - loop
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x
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terion in this case is:
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^c = arg min
S^yr ; S^ yr 2 = arg min
S^yp ; S^ yp 2
c
c
(12)
and the asymptotic frequency distribution of the bias
is given by [3, 5]:

^c = arg min
jS^ j2jK ; K^ j2jS^ yv jr (!)d!
c ; yp
Z 
= arg min
jS^yr ; S^ yr j2r (!)d!
(13)

Z
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Fig. 3a Closed loop input matching (CLIM) (external
excitation added to the plant input)

;

c

b) Closed loop output matching with external excitation added to the plant input: The controller reduction

criterion in this case is:

^c = arg min
S^yv ; S^ yv
c

2

(14)

and the asymptotic frequency distribution of the bias
is given by:

^c = arg min
c



Z

;

jS^yr ; S^ yr j2r (!)d!

(15)

c) Closed loop input matching with external excitation added to the reference: The controller reduction

criterion in this case is:

^c = arg min
S^up ; S^ up
c
Fig. 3b Closed loop output matching (CLOM) (external excitation added to the plant input)

(16)

and the asymptotic frequency distribution of the bias
is given by:

^c = arg min
jS^ j2 jK ; K^ j2 jS^ yp jr (!)d!
c ; yp
Z 
= arg min
jS^up ; S^ up j2r (!)d!
(17)
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Fig. 3c Closed loop input matching (CLIM) (external
excitation added to the reference)
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Note that one can consider a fourth con guration corresponding to a closed loop output matching scheme
with external excitation added to the reference. However this con guration corresponds to the one of Fig
3a where in the upper (the nominal simulated system)
the place of K and G^ is reverted.
When r(t) is a discrete white noise (for example a
PBRS) the algorithms will search for the best controller K^ which will minimize the 2-norm reduction
criterion.
Like in closed loop identi cation the di erences between K and K^ will be small at the frequencies where
the sensitivity functions have large values.
The above schemes can be used also with real data
[3, 5]. In this case it can be shown that the noise will
not a ect the minimization procedure.

5 Closed loop output error identi cation
algorithms (CLOE)
The two basic schemes are shown in Fig. 2a and Fig.
2b.
The output of the plant is given by:
y(t + 1) = ;A y(t) + B  u(t ; d) = T (t) (18)
(t) = [;y(t); : : :; ;y(t ; nA + 1); u(t ; d);
: : :; u(t ; d ; nB + 1)] (19)
 = [a1; : : :; anA ; b1; : : :; bnB ]
(20)
R
u(t) = ; S y(t) + ru(t)
(21)

where ru(t) = r(t) in the scheme of Fig.2b and ru (t) =
R r(t) in the scheme of Fig.2a.
S
The output of the closed loop adjustable predictor is
given by:
a priori:

y^0 (t + 1)= ;A^ (t; q;1)^y (t) + B^  (t; q;1)^u(t ; d)
= ^T (t)(t)
(22)
;
1
(23)
u^(t) = ; RS ((qq;1 )) y^(t) + ru(t)

a posteriori:

y^(t + 1) = ^T (t + 1)(t)

where:
P^ (q;1 ) = A^(q;1)S (q;1 ) + q;d B^ (q;1 )R(q;1)
P^ (t; q;1) = A^(t; q;1)S (q;1 ) + q;d B^ (t; q;1)R(q;1 )
A^(q;1 ) and B^ (q;1) correspond to an a priori estimation of G^ , while A^(t; q;1) and B^ (t; q;1) correspond to
the current estimates of G^ .
When nA^ = nA, nB^ = nB , then the closed loop output error goes to zero (in a deterministic environment)
and unbiased estimates are obtained in a stochastic environment (when p(t) is independent with respect to
ru(t) and of nite power) if:
H 0(z ;1 ) = H (z ;1 ) ; 2 ; max
t 2 (t)   < 2 (32)
is a strictly positive real transfer function, where:
8
for CLOE
< S=P
;
1
^
H (z ) = : P=P for F ; CLOE
(33)
1 for AF ; CLOE
(in the last case this is a local result) [4, 6].

6 Algorithms for direct estimation in closed
loop of reduced order controllers

These algorithms are obtained from the closed loop
identi cation algorithms by making dual type modi in the scheme of gures 2a and 2b summarized
(24) cations
in Table 1. The resulting schemes are shown in Fig.3a
and Fig.3b.

where
^T (t) = [^a1; : : :; ^anA^ ; ^b1; : : :; ^bnB^ ]
(25)
(t)=[;y^(t); : : :; ;y^(t ; nA^ + 1); u^(t ; d);
: : :; u^(t ; d ; nB^ + 1)]
(26)

Plant model
identi cation
in closed loop
Fig.2b, Fig.2a
controller
(K )
true plant
model (G)
estimated
plant model
(G^ )
y, y^
u, u^

Identi cation of
reduced order controller
in closed loop
Fig.3c, Fig.3a
available plant
model (G^ )
nominal
controller (K )
estimated (reduced
order) controller
(K^ )
u, u^
x, x^

The closed loop output error is de ned as:
;!
a priori : "0CL (t + 1) = y(t + 1) ; y^0 (t + 1) (27)
;!
a posteriori : "CL (t + 1) = y(t + 1) ; y^(t + 1)(28)
and the parameter adaptation algorithm (P.A.A.) will
;!
be given by:
;!
^(t + 1) = ^(t) + F (t)(t)"CL (t + 1)
(29)
;!
F ;1(t + 1) = 1 (t)F ;1(t) + 2 (t)(t)T (t) (30)
Table 1: Duality between plant model identi cation
0 < 1 (t)  1; 0  2 (t) < 2; F (0) > 0
0
in closed loop and direct estimation of reduced order
(t + 1)
(31) controller in closed loop
"CL (t + 1) = 1 + "CL
T (t)F (t)(t)

Speci c algorithms are obtained by an appropriate The signal x(t) is de ned as:
choice of the observation vector (t) as follows:
x(t) = r(t) ; u(t)
CLOE
(t) = (t)
;1
in Fig.3c and
F-CLOE (t) = S^(q ;1) (t)
P (q ;1)
x(t) = G^ [r(t) ; u(t)]
S
(
q
)
AF-CLOE (t) = ^ ;1 (t)
in Fig.3a.
P (t; q )

(34)
(35)

As it will be shown, the scheme of Fig. 3c corresponds
7 Choice of the appropriate identi cation
to closed loop input matching objective (CLIM algoalgorithm for direct controller reduction
rithm) and the scheme of Fig. 3a corresponds to closed
loop output matching objective (CLOM algorithm) for The interesting problem to address is: What closed
loop plant model identi cation should be used when a
controller reduction.
criterion for direct controller reduction is given?
With the above changes one has
To answer this question we will make reference to the
a priori:
iterative identi cation in closed loop and controller redesign methodology [2]. The basic rule for improving
u^0(t + 1) = ;S^ (t; q;1)^u(t) + R^ (t; q;1)^x(t)
performance is to use the same criterion for identi = ^cT (t)c (t)
(36) cation in closed loop and controller re-design. In our
case controller re-design corresponds to the reduction
T
^
a posteriori : u^(t + 1) = c (t + 1)c (t)
(37) of the nominal controller.
Therefore examining the identi cation criterion for the
where
various closed loop identi cation schemes and the controller reduction objectives they watch each other as
x^(t + 1) = ;A^ (q;1 )^x(t) ; B^  (q;1 )^u(t ; d)
indicated in Table 2.
+A(q;1 )r(t)
(38)
Table 2: Coherent controller reduction and identi cafor the scheme of Fig. 3c,
tion in closed loop
Controller
Controller Closed loop
x^(t + 1) = ;A^ (q;1 )^x(t) ; B^  (q;1 )^u(t ; d)
reduction
reduction identi cation
criterion
scheme
scheme
+B^  r(t ; d)
(39)
CLIM with CLOE with
for the scheme of Fig. 3a, and
min kS^yp ; S^ yp k
external
external
or
excitation
excitation
^cT (t) =[^s1 (t); : : :; s^nS^ (t); r^0(t); : : :; r^nR^ (t)] (40)
min kS^yr ; S^ yr k added to the added to the
c(t) =[;u^(t); : : :; ;u^(t ; nS^ + 1); x^(t + 1);
plant input
reference
: : :; x^(t ; nR^ + 1)]
(41)
CLOM with CLOE with
external
external
^
^
The closed loop input error will be given by:
min kSyv ; S yv k excitation
excitation
0
0
added
to
the
added
to the
a priori:
"CL (t + 1) = u(t + 1) ; u^ (t + 1)
plant
input
plant
input
a posteriori: "CL (t + 1) = u(t + 1) ; u^(t + 1)
CLIM with CLIE with
and the same P.A.A. algorithm described in the Eqs.
external
external
(29) through (31) can be used and the corresponding
^
^
min kSup ; S up k excitation
excitation
speci c algorithms will be:
added to the added to the
CLIM / CLOM
(t) = c (t)
reference
reference
^(q;1 )
A
F-CLIM / F-CLOM (t) = ^ ;1 c (t)
P (q )
8 Conclusions
where:
A uni ed approach to closed-loop plant identi cation
;
1
;
1
;
1
;
d
;
1
;
1
;
1
and direct controller reduction by closed-loop identi ^
^
^
P (q ) = A(q )S (q ) + q B (q )R(q )
cation has been proposed. The main idea is to consider
is a known quantity and therefore there is no need to the control objective in all of the model based control
design steps (i.e. in model identi cation step, in high
estimate this polynomial in line.
order controller design and in the controller reduction
The corresponding transfer functions involved in the step). The control criterion can be matched with the
passivity conditions for stability becomes:
identi cation criterion by plant model identi cation in
closed-loop with the appropriate choice of the criterion
8
^(q;1)
< A
(output error or input error) as well as the place where
H (z ;1 ) = : P^ (q;1 ) for CLIM=CLOM (42) the excitation signal is added (to the reference signal
1 for F ; CLIM=F ; CLOM
or to the control input). The control objective can also
be considered in the controller reduction step by direct
(since the exact polynomial of the nominal simulated identi cation of a reduced order controller in closedclosed loop is known).
loop. In this step the choice of the criterion and the

excitation point play an important role. It has been
shown that the algorithms for controller reduction can
be derived by duality from the algorithms for plant
model identi cation in closed-loop.
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